MKE Reads Color of Law
Community Book-read
Info Sheet

LISC Milwaukee and the Metropolitan Milwaukee Fair Housing Council (MMFHC) are facilitating a large-scale community book read of *Color of Law: A Forgotten History of How Our Government Segregated America* by Richard Rothstein. MMFHC and LISC's goal is to **develop a shared understanding of past to facilitate a more equitable future.**

A *shared understanding* means we need to reach as many people as possible. The book-read, to reach the most people, will consist of multiple hosted book clubs. That's where you--our hosts--come in. Thank you for stepping up!! [See opposite side of page for Host tips]

**So several hundred people read the book, then what?**

Our initial goal is the shared understanding of our past. This book-read is the jump start to that shared understanding. But if you and your group are like others who have read *Color of Law*, you will feel compelled to take actions to overcome the deliberate segregation of our communities. We hope that our book club discussions evoke solutions that we can look toward at local, state and federal levels. We anticipate that LISC Milwaukee and MMFHC will use some of your recommendations to inform the work in our organizations. And are there recommendations you can incorporate into your careers, neighborhoods and lifestyles?

Please use the Facebook page to promote discussions, float ideas, and post pics of your book club, etc.

**Mark your Calendar**

Author Richard Rothstein will address our Book-read groups the evening of **October 16**

This book read is brought to you by:

![LISC Milwaukee](image)

Like us on Facebook: MKE Reads “Color of Law”
Host Tips and Responsibilities

• **Who?** Decide the make-up of your book club. It could be professional colleagues, neighbors, friends OR you can agree to host the folks that don't fit into the friend, colleague, and neighbor category.

• **How many in club?** Decide the maximum amount of individuals you want to invite. Anywhere from 3-15 people will likely allow for productive discussion.

• **How many times will you meet?** You may decide to read a few chapters, meet to discuss and repeat over the summer and early fall. Or you may just manage to meet once. Regardless, we want you to decide what works for you and your group.

• **Decide on venue.** Do you want to meet in your home? At a library? Local pub? Community center, etc. And if you have a venue that you'd like to make available for other hosts, please let us know.

• **Invite your participants.** Provide them the relevant details: what, when, where.

• **Meet up.** Meet with your group over the summer and into early fall. Keep in mind that we are looking for your thoughts, observations and even recommendations for future development and policy.

• **Reconvene.** Join us as we reconvene and welcome Richard Rothstein, the book's author, to Milwaukee October 16.

• **Stay Tuned.** For interactive events and convening opportunities throughout the summer. Do you have an idea to share?

Any questions or clarifications?

Contact Jerusha Daniels jdaniels@lisc.org or Kori Schneider Peragine kschneider@fairhousingwisconsin.com

Like us on Facebook: MKE Reads “Color of Law”
MKE Reads *Color of Law*
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Reading Group Guide

1. What did you learn that surprised you? Should we have known this history? Why don’t we?

2. What about your own community? Or neighboring communities? Did they fight over public housing or adopt zoning laws to exclude minority and low- and moderate-income families? Did home deeds prohibit non-Caucasian occupancy? What can be done about these violations now? What would it look like if your community were required to have its “fair share” of middle-class, minority and low- and moderate-income housing?

3. When the Richmond, CA, Ford plant moved to Milpitas, white workers could buy homes near the new factory and stay employed. Frank Stevenson and several co-workers shared expenses for a long commute to keep their jobs. When factories nationwide relocated to suburban or rural areas, many (if not most) black workers lost good jobs. If they had Frank Stevenson’s motivation, their families might have been better off. Should we fault them for not being like Frank Stevenson? It is sometimes said that African Americans “must be twice as good to succeed.” Is this a reasonable substitute for public policy remedies?

4. Textbooks typically used in middle and high schools don’t describe government’s role in creating residential racial segregation. What can each of us do in our own communities to change how this history is taught in our schools?

5. Past civil rights gains required not only greater understanding but also activism—petitioning, political campaigning, civil disobedience, protest demonstrations and marches. What role should such tactics play to desegregate neighborhoods? Do you expect to be involved?

6. After reading The Color of Law, a young African American high school graduate sent an e-mail note to the author, from which this is an excerpt:
As I was growing up, I looked at the racial segregation and accepted it as how it has always been and will be; I equated white neighborhoods with affluence and black neighborhoods with poverty. I didn't think about the major role the government had in hindering the equity accumulation of African-Americans. I think I ingrained this inferiority complex and that is why I did not excel in school as much as I could have.

What is your reaction? Have whites’ stereotypes of African Americans also been influenced by “the major role the government had?” Can the history recounted in this book affect those stereotypes?

7. In 1998, President Bill Clinton initiated a “national conversation on race” but it attracted little interest. In 2007, Chief Justice Roberts said that to end discrimination by race we should stop taking race into account. When President Obama was elected, many said we were a “post-racial” society. Rothstein has said that when he began work on this book in about 2007, he expected it to be mostly unnoticed. Yet it and other recent books on racial inequality have attracted great attention, while the Black Lives Matter movement has grown and cities have removed statues that commemorate Confederate generals who fought to preserve slavery. Why are we now having a new national conversation about race? Where might it lead?

8. Government leaders who implemented residential segregation may have responded to pressure from prejudiced white constituents. This is no excuse, because the Constitution requires public officials to resist pressure to discriminate. Nonetheless, how much do you think public opinion influenced government action, and how much did government action influence public opinion?

9. The Color of Law calls residential segregation a “badge” of slavery, a form of second-class citizenship that should have been prohibited if the Thirteenth Amendment had been fully implemented. Do you agree? While immigrant groups have also suffered discrimination, some of
it government-sponsored, does the nation's slaveholding origins help explain why discrimination has been so much more severe against African Americans?

10. Some readers of *The Color of Law* have said that while government-sponsored segregation was tragic, government should avoid trying to remedy it because "social engineering" always has unintended consequences that we regret. Do you agree? Are unintended consequences a price worth paying to remedy residential segregation?

11. Chief Justice Roberts says that residential segregation "is a product not of state action but of private choices." Several readers of this book urged the author to send copies to Supreme Court justices. He responded that he has not done so because the Court follows public opinion in such matters, it does not lead it. Do you agree?

12. We typically expect to understand two sides of a story. Is there anything missing from *The Color of Law* that might modify its argument?

13. Some think that government should concentrate on improving conditions in low-income communities, not try to help their residents move to middle-class areas. They say that easing the movement of minority and low-income families to predominantly white neighborhoods will meet too much resistance. Yet others say that low-income communities have too little political influence to insure follow-through in attempts to improve conditions in segregated minority neighborhoods. What is your view? Can we fulfill our ideals as a democratic society if it is only more equal but not integrated?

14. Some readers have said that reading about this history made them angry. But the author has said it made him hopeful. Why might he have said this? Do you think he is wrong?

*A more extended reading group guide, including some additional commentary by the author, has been posted on the web at XXX*